Truth with power to heal just about everything
“All those of truth hear My voice” John 18:37
Since about the time Einstein discovered everything was energy (E=MC squared 1905)
American medicine began abandoning energy medicine in favor of artificial chemicals or
“patent medicines”. As America was abandoning homeopathic and naturopathic (God’s)
medicine it also gave up mother’s milk in favor of “formula” and bottles. About the same
time American agriculture abandoned sustainable, organic, wholesome ways of growing
food (God’s way) in exchange for pesticides, NPK fertilizer, genetic modification, chemical
preserving, processing, lots of sugar, and more chemicals added to everything.
On this slippery slope going down America has seen ever increasing rates of chronic
disease at younger ages ‐ obesity, diabetes, cancer, autism, mental disorders, ADHD etc.,
and also ever increasing rates of insane behavior such as mass killings. What did we
expect? In abandoning God’s ways we were, in a very real sense, abandoning God.
On this slippery slope down it has become ever more difficult to make a course correction
because new technologies are needed to meet increasing needs of damaged bodies and
lives. Someone who just received an organ transplant or pacemaker or life‐saving surgery
is more likely to trust human technology than God’s technology in creation. Money is also
an issue. If it’s made by God it’s the competition. You have to call it “quackery”.
Meanwhile beneficial technologies such as micro‐surgery, blood testing, target specific
antibiotics, Xray and MRI diagnostics etc., only onfuse things more. Good technologies
make it more difficult to discern bad technologies like legal drug addictions and deaths;
harm to young brains from toxins in vaccines; manmade chemicals in infant bloodstreams
etc. If this confusion persists at some point the physically and mentally disabled will be
the majority destroying America from within. How many autistic children soon to become
dependent adults, chronically sick, and mentally disturbed yet armed to the teeth can a
country afford? This is not to discount the value of any life or good technology. This is
only to suggest that for America now a change of course led by men of God is needed.

Spring ahead America
It’s time to spring ahead with food, agriculture, and medical systems that honor God’s
ways of life. What else can stop nasty epidemics and heal just about every sick thing
imaginable now and keep working for future generations. Is this possible? Of course it is
since “With God all things are possible”. It’s time to turn the page America.

The ABC of America’s salvation
A – Healing from the ground up and from birth on – is the only approach that will work
so “Every plant not planted by My Father will be pulled out by the roots” Matthew 15:13.
This level of healing power begins with learning the differences between natural and
artificial chemicals. Our human brains are not better at chemistry than the Creator.
1. The Source – the natural chemistry of life in land and sea comes from God. Patent medicines are
made in a lab yet promoted as the only option to “treat, mitigate, cure, or prevent disease”.
2. The chemistry – only God’s chemicals fit cell membrane receptors with “key fits lock” precision.
3. The legal – natural chemicals cannot be patented since they have been around since the
beginning. Artificial chemicals are “new” and can therefore be patented for exclusive sales rights.
4. The purpose – one was created with love to support human health from cradle far into old age.
The other was made by humans for exclusive sales rights to support shareholder profits.
5. The fruits – God’s chemicals have mostly good effects. Artificial chemicals have so many “side
effects” it takes a book with 1700+ pages (Physician’s Desk Reference ‐ PDR) to list them all.
6. The scripture – there is far too much scripture to list here that praise God for His love and care in
creation. For a short list download Three Questions from the home page at www.phpower.org.
7. The science – cellular biology, epigenetics, epidemiology, nutrition, millions of studies in the
National Library of Medicine (http://www.pubmed.gov) all prove powers of natural medicine to
“treat, mitigate, cure, prevent disease” – to cool inflammation, quench free radicals, boost cell
energy, slow aging, to do all things God created them for with love for His children Matthew 6:32.

B – Identify a standard for truth based on scripture and the basic sciences listed above.
Cell biology opens the door to epigenetics and “key that fits lock” precision of natural
biomolecules at cell membranes. We were created to be masters, not victims, of our
genes (see Biology of Belief by Bruce Lipton Ph.D. the “Blue Zones” study, much more).
C is for Christ ‐ “by Him all things were made” John 1:3 ‐ the “Author of life” Acts 3:15.
We must connect the dots ‐ “THE WORD” to what He made (creation). We should never
say Jesus without feeling praise in our hearts for the wonders of creation – from bees and
butterflies to apples, babies, whole grains, and breathtaking silent starlit nights.
ABC truth has power to heal just about everything but big men must step up. Big business
won’t. Big government won’t. They are the problem. Only MEN OF GOD can stop the
downward slide and honor God’s ways of life ‐ no need to poison everything! It’s not
about left‐right, liberal‐conservative. It’s about UP‐DOWN. Only men of God know the
way UP using the power of truth to build a house on a foundation of rock! (Matt 7:24).

With such power now in your hands what will you do with it?

